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While S . Korea and Singapore share many common cultural, social and

economic aspect s as one of the East Asian NICs , the two nations, however ,

have walked the very different path of political regime shift s. But the existing

studies have failed to point out those similarities and differences. Within the

per spective of the new institutionalism , this study focuses on the reasons why

the two nations with similar cultural heritage and with similar socio- economic

backgrounds have gone through asymmetric political changes.

T he main point of the new institutionalism is the influence of the shared

cognition to the whole society and the path - dependency . Institution, while it

gets the pressure from the society , is formed as it takes the shared cognition

that is granted by the society as a structure of an organization and acquires

the legitimacy .

What appeared in the politics and society of recent S . Korea and Singapore

is the combination of the historical, situational background of the absence of

the powerful opposition parties, the state- society relation as an order and

harmony rather than conflict and the positive public sentiment towards the

state- management by the elites. Especially the leading philosophy of the

state- management by the elites influenced by Confucian perfectionism ,

emphasis on education, honoring the educated has let the meritocracy stand out

in the realm of politics . On the other hand, the state protection for the society
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has been supported by the Confucian perfectionism .

In order to reorder the structure of the society , the state institutionalize

meritocracy to the elite and institutionalized control to the society . However , it

can be argued that the effectiveness of social- control institutionalization might

be determined by whether the society is separated by the ethnicity , religion,

language group and class - - social separation affect s the flexibility of the state

control.

S . Korea is the case that has achieved the democratization by the

resisting - elites formed from the failure of meritocratic institutionalization in the

politics and all society that confronted to the sate because of the failure of the

social- control institutionalization . In case of Singapore, because of the success

of the state ' s meritocratic institutionalization and the flexibility of the social

control, the resisting - elites couldn ' t formed and the discontent of the social

groups have been dissolved. T he result is the continuation of the authoritarian

regime.

Fir st , this study confirm s the usefulness of the new institutionalism

perspective in analyzing the political change of S . Korea and Singapore. Due to

the fact that the incumbent institution affect s the institution that follow s, the

political change of the East A sia is different from that of the West . At the

same time, even though there is similar cultural and socio- economic

background, it show s the difference of the S. Korea and Singapore in the

process of the institutionalization .

Second, the difference of the political change of East A sia is due to success

or failure of the state ' s control- institutionalization. T he political change of East

Asia is not same as that of the West - - democratization driven by the changes

of class structure as the capitalism develops. Rather it is the political change

resulted from the reciprocal action of the elites and the social groups according

to the states control, which has strong interventionist characteristics.

T hird, It confirm s that both the role of the state and the structural

background of the social stratification affect each other in the political change

of the East Asia. T he structural background of the social stratification it self
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such as ethnicity , religion , language, class and so on may/ may not be

advantageous to the sate control. Here, the characteristic of the East Asian

political change plays an important role. T hat is , in the East Asia state where

the role of the state is strong due to the historical and situational background,

the state will try to reorder the social structure more than anything else. As a

result , the social stratification of the society influences the flexibility of the

control- institutionalization .

While the case of S . Korea show s the political change of the society with

the similar social structure, the Singapore case show s that of the plural

society .

Until recently , most studies of the economic achievement of the East Asia

have explained it as East Asian specificity . But regard to the political change,

there was strong trend of explaining S. Korean case or T aiwan case with

univer sal theory of the West rather than specificity and in case of Singapore it

was treated merely as a problem of time.

If we argue that the development of one country is a combination of the

political, economic and social change, the political change of these two nations

could also be explained by the East Asian cultural and socio- economic

background.

T his study is the first step towards that per spective.
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